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Human Security, Law and the Prevention of Terrorism Sep 05 2020 This study examines two important
questions regarding terrorism and political violence: which threats to human security constitute root causes
for collective violence and which adequate responses for these root causes are available to the international
community. The responses are examined on the basis of international law, in particular human rights law,
and within the concept of human security, with the goal of fostering a long-term reduction in political
violence. Drawing on existing political discussions and research about the root causes of terrorism, Zwitter
develops a legal framework for the application of legal terrorism prevention tools. This study serves as a
framework of action and analysis using concepts and particularly legal frameworks which are already
broadly or universally recognized to increase the applicability of the framework without having to invent
new legal regimes. In doing so it makes use of the concept of human security for tackling breeding grounds
and other facilitators of terrorism making it universally accessible. Combining social science research with
legal sociology and international law, this book will be of interest to students and scholars of politics,
international relations, security studies, conflict studies and law.
National Security Law and Policy Jul 28 2022 The extensively updated third edition of National Security
Law includes 34 contributions by distinguished scholars and practitioners. This edition includes new
chapters on law and the cyber domain, the control of terrorism assets, lawfare, detention, and the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act, as well as chapters on traditional subjects of national security law such as use
of force, war powers, international and domestic terrorism, intelligence, arms control, homeland security,
human rights, immigration, export controls, environmental law, freedom of expression, and access to
national security information. This third edition presents a uniquely comprehensive, timely and unmatched
coverage of this complex field of law and policy.
Legal and Privacy Issues in Information Security Jun 26 2022 Thoroughly revised and updated to
address the many changes in this evolving field, the third edition of Legal and Privacy Issues in Information
Security addresses the complex relationship between the law and the practice of information security.
Information systems security and legal compliance are required to protect critical governmental and
corporate infrastructure, intellectual property created by individuals and organizations alike, and
information that individuals believe should be protected from unreasonable intrusion. Organizations must
build numerous information security and privacy responses into their daily operations to protect the
business itself, fully meet legal requirements, and to meet the expectations of employees and customers.
Instructor Materials for Legal Issues in Information Security include: PowerPoint Lecture Slides
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Instructor's Guide Sample Course Syllabus Quiz & Exam Questions Case Scenarios/Handouts New to the
third Edition: • Includes discussions of amendments in several relevant federal and state laws and
regulations since 2011 • Reviews relevant court decisions that have come to light since the publication of
the first edition • Includes numerous information security data breaches highlighting new vulnerabilities
Security, Rights and Law Jul 04 2020 This book examines how the Israeli High Court of Justice (HCJ) has
interpreted and applied international law principles in adjudicating petitions filed by Palestinians. The
research focuses on HCJ judgments that have been rendered since the outbreak of the Second Intifada
(2000) in relation to petitions challenging the legality of measures implemented by various Israeli
governments and military authorities for the professed need of enhancing the security of Israeli settlements
and settlers in the occupied West Bank. It discusses to what extent the HCJ provides a venue for an
effective domestic remedy for alleged violations of the Palestinians’ internationally protected rights. It
further analyses the judgments of the Court seeking to demonstrate why it appears to show a preference
for invoking principles of Israeli administrative and constitutional law, thereby promoting the domestic
rather than international Rule of Law. Although the jurisprudence of the HCJ has often been hailed as that
of an ‘activist’ court, the analysis of petitions adjudicated by the Court between 2000 and 2014 illustrates
why its approach is ill-suited to a situation of prolonged military occupation. Finally, the book evaluates
what impact the Court’s adjudication, reasoning and interpretation has on the normative coherence of the
international law of belligerent occupation.
Foundations of Homeland Security Jun 14 2021 The Complete Guide to Understanding the Structure of
Homeland Security Law New topics featuring leading authors cover topics on Security Threats of
Separatism, Secession and Rightwing Extremism; Aviation Industry’s 'Crew Resource Management'
Principles'; and Ethics, Legal, and Social Issues in Homeland Security Legal, and Social Issues in Homeland
Security. In addition, the chapter devoted to the Trans-Pacific Partnership is a description of economic
statecraft, what we really gain from the TPP, and what we stand to lose. The Power of Pop Culture in the
Hands of ISIS describes how ISIS communicates and how pop culture is used expertly as a recruiting tool
Text organized by subject with the portions of all the laws related to that particular subject in one chapter,
making it easier to reference a specific statute by topic Allows the reader to recognize that homeland
security involves many specialties and to view homeland security expansively and in the long-term Includes
many references as a resource for professionals in various fields including: military, government, first
responders, lawyers, and students Includes an Instructor Manual providing teaching suggestions,
discussion questions, true/false questions, and essay questions along with the answers to all of these
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A Legal Guide to Homeland Security and Emergency Management for State and Local Governments Aug 05
2020 This book provides a number of windows into homeland security and emergency management law covering both the basic structure of the homeland security and emergency management system and
presenting detailed analysis of specific areas (such as applying for federal preparedness funds, negotiating
intergovernmental agreements, applying for disaster assistance, and managing the impact of catastrophic
events).
Guide to HIPAA Security and the Law May 26 2022 This publication discusses the HIPAA Security
Rule's role in the broader context of HIPAA and its other regulations, and provides useful guidance for
implementing HIPAA security. At the heart of this publication is a detailed section-by-section analysis of
each security topic covered in the Security Rule. This publication also covers the risks of non-compliance by
describing the applicable enforcement mechanisms that apply and the prospects for litigation relating to
HIPAA security.
National Security Investigations & Prosecutions 3d Mar 31 2020
Louisiana Law of Security Devices - A Precis Jan 28 2020 Any decision about Louisiana collateral,
financing, lending, mortgages, guarantees, liens and privileges, and collection procedures must take into
account that Louisiana is the only state in the nation with civil law (rather than common law). Louisiana's
Civil Code, with rules that trace back to the Napoleonic Code, and related statutes are the key to
understanding this area of law. The Precis series of titles provides a comprehensive view of all of these
topics and more. Areas covered by Louisiana Law of Security Devices include: • Suretyship and guarantees,
including rules pertaining to Louisiana's categories of commercial, legal, and ordinary sureties; • Mortgage
lending, including creation of mortgage, the types of Louisiana mortgages (conventional, legal and judicial),
necessary provisions for a valid mortgage and desirable provisions for judicial execution on mortgages, and
mortgage ranking; • Louisiana's law of registry and public records; • Title examination; • The
interrelationship of the U.C.C. with Louisiana mortgage laws; • Securing interests in leases, in a rental
income stream, and in leased property; • Judicial and non-judicial foreclosure rules, including the Louisiana
Deficiency Judgment Act; • Louisiana liens and privileges, including general privileges as well as special
privileges on both movable and immovable property; and • The Louisiana Private Works Act, governing
materialmen's liens. Louisiana Law of Security Devices contains, in easy-to-understand, non-legalese
language: • A detailed discussion of all of the key Civil Code articles and other statutes • Numerous
examples of how these rules interrelate; • Examples of how to resolve complex issues of ranking security
devices • Practical "how to" tips for practitioners; and • Warnings of potential traps for the unwary in
drafting and negotiating lending documents.
Homeland Security Law Sep 17 2021 Since 2001 the U.S. government has been engaged in the delicate
balancing act of seeking to protect the country against terrorism, both foreign-connected and wholly
domestic, while taking into account a number of constitutional protections that can all too easily be
trammelled in the effort to assure domestic security. At the same time the development of these policies has
created significant constitutional tension among the three branches of the federal government, especially
when the President vigorously asserts claims of sweeping power as commander-in-chief in such a way as to
raise warnings about the emergence of an imperial presidency. Simultaneously, the rule of law has been
placed under stress as the technological prowess of the government has grown. This book addresses these
topics in an accessible manner, covering the key developments of domestic security law related to
terrorism. Tyll van Geel covers the essential elements of homeland security law including: branches of
government and institutions involved in counterterrorism law; border control and immigration;
surveillance; the searching of computers and cell phones; the prosecution of terrorists for any number of
crimes, including cyberterrorism; military detention; the prosecution of unprivileged enemy belligerents in
military commissions; and habeas corpus. The book is designed to offer a clear guide to current issues in
domestic security in response to terrorism and will be a valuable guide for concerned citizens as well as
undergraduate students studying domestic politics or national security.
National Security Law, 2004-2005 Case Supplement Feb 20 2022 This well-timed 2004 Case Supplement
complements and updates National Security Law, Third Edition, with the addition of major new cases from
the 2003-2004 U.S. Supreme Court term. Significant cases and issues include: Hamdi v. Rumsfeld &
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Rumsfeld v. Padilla - the authority of the government to hold American citizens as enemy combatants
(decision expected in June) Humanitarian Law Project v. Reno - First Amendment limits on regulation of
contributions to terrorist organizations United States v. Alvarez-Machain - 1990 kidnapping by U.S. Agents
in Mexico; this case reviews questions about the roles of Congress And The courts, and about the
application of international law as it refers To The nation¿s security United States v. Moussaoui - aspects of
the case of the ¿twentieth 9/11 hijacker - were addressed in a Fourth Circuit decision handed down in April
2004 and will be addressed in the new supplement Homeland Security Act - new documents regarding the
act's organization and describing its work will be included 9/11 Independent Commission - critically
important questions about executive privilege, sharing information between and within the intelligence and
law enforcement communities, and reorganization of the intelligence community
Security and Human Rights Jun 22 2019 This is the second edition of the acclaimed Security and Human
Rights, first published in 2007. Reconciling issues of security with a respect for fundamental human rights
has become one of the key challenges facing governments throughout the world. The first edition broke the
disciplinary confines in which security was often analysed before and after the events of 11 September
2001. The second edition continues in this tradition, presenting a collection of essays from leading
academics and practitioners in the fields of criminal justice, public law, privacy law, international law, and
critical social theory. The collection offers genuinely multidisciplinary perspectives on the relationship
between security and human rights. In addition to exploring how the demands of security might be
reconciled with the protection of established rights, Security and Human Rights provides fresh insight into
the broader legal and political challenges that lie ahead as states attempt to control crime, prevent
terrorism, and protect their citizens. The volume features a set of new essays that engage with the most
pressing questions facing security and human rights in the twenty-first century and is essential reading for
all those working in the area.
Aspen Treatise for National Security Law Feb 08 2021 This unique new concise treatise provides a
highly accessible but also comprehensive and timely supplement for students studying National Security
Law. Written by a team of experts in the field, this treatise serves as a useful supplement for the
substantively rich but often overwhelming National Security Law texts currently on the market. Key
Features Comprehensive overview of both the general legal framework for national security decisionmaking and commonly explored specific national security topics.Narrative explanation of complex
jurisprudential, statutory, treaty, and regulatory sources of national security law.Complements a range of
the most commonly addressed national security topics.
Information Security and Privacy 2013 Jan 22 2022
The U.S. Intelligence Community Law Sourcebook Jul 16 2021
Foundations of Homeland Security May 14 2021 This book is the complete guide to understanding the
structure of homeland security – its underlying law and policy. Created from a broad and in depth, yet
edited collection of statutes, policy papers, presidential directives, and other documents, it cultivates a
detailed understanding of the foundations of homeland security. It is arranged in a topic-by-topic format
structured to include only the documents and statues that affect a particular subject, making for much
easier understanding. Thus, the chapter on FEMA contains only the portions of the statutes and other
documents that relate to FEMA. There are twenty-five topic areas. It contains hundreds of end notes,
references, and suggestions for further study. This book offers important legal guidance that students, law
enforcement officers, lawyers, and other homeland security professionals need to accurately interpret,
understand, and apply homeland security policy. The Introduction provides an in-depth overview of the
subject of homeland security and includes a discussion of what is homeland security, definitions of
homeland security and terrorism, what is homeland security law, its development, and what is a homeland
security curriculum. There are contributing chapters about homeland security in Europe, and homeland
security in China and Japan.
International Law, Security and Ethics Dec 29 2019 This book examines the different ways in which the
laws governing the use of force and the conduct of warfare have become subject to intense scrutiny and
contestation since the initiation of the war on terror. Since the end of the Cold War, the nature of security
challenges has changed radically and this change has been recognised by the UN, governments and
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academics around the world. The 911 attacks and the subsequent launch of the 'war on terror' added a new
dimension to this debate on the nature and utility of international law due to the demands from some
quarters for a change in the laws governing self-defence and humanitarian intervention. This book analyses
the nature of these debates and focuses on key issues that have led to the unprecedented contemporary
questioning of both the utility and composition of international law on the use of force as well as the
practicability of using force, including handling of ‘prisoners’ and ‘security risks’. It also identifies the
sources of division and addresses the capacities of security policy and international law to adapt to the
changed international environment. This book will of much interest to students of international law, war
and conflict studies, and IR and Security Studies in general.
Japanese Maritime Security and Law of the Sea Nov 27 2019 Japan, the geopolitical lynchpin in the East
Asian region, has developed a unique maritime security policy and interpretation of the law of the sea.
Japanese Maritime Security and the Law of the Sea examines Japan’s domestic laws and its approach to
international law.
Cybersecurity Law Mar 24 2022 A definitive guide to cybersecurity law Expanding on the author’s
experience as a cybersecurity lawyer and law professor, Cybersecurity Law is the definitive guide to
cybersecurity law, with an in-depth analysis of U.S. and international laws that apply to data security, data
breaches, sensitive information safeguarding, law enforcement surveillance, cybercriminal combat, privacy,
and many other cybersecurity issues. Written in an accessible manner, the book provides real-world
examples and case studies to help readers understand the practical applications of the presented material.
The book begins by outlining the legal requirements for data security, which synthesizes the Federal Trade
Commission’s cybersecurity cases in order to provide the background of the FTC’s views on data security.
The book also examines data security requirements imposed by a growing number of state legislatures and
private litigation arising from data breaches. Anti-hacking laws, such as the federal Computer Fraud and
Abuse Act, Economic Espionage Act, and the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, and how companies are able
to fight cybercriminals while ensuring compliance with the U.S. Constitution and statutes are discussed
thoroughly. Featuring an overview of the laws that allow coordination between the public and private
sectors as well as the tools that regulators have developed to allow a limited amount of collaboration, this
book also: • Addresses current U.S. and international laws, regulations, and court opinions that define the
field of cybersecurity including the security of sensitive information, such as financial data and health
information • Discusses the cybersecurity requirements of the largest U.S. trading partners in Europe, Asia,
and Latin America, and specifically addresses how these requirements are similar to (and differ from) those
in the U.S. • Provides a compilation of many of the most important cybersecurity statutes and regulations •
Emphasizes the compliance obligations of companies with in-depth analysis of crucial U.S. and international
laws that apply to cybersecurity issues • Examines government surveillance laws and privacy laws that
affect cybersecurity as well as each of the data breach notification laws in 47 states and the District of
Columbia • Includes numerous case studies and examples throughout to aid in classroom use and to help
readers better understand the presented material • Supplemented with a companion website that features
in-class discussion questions and timely and recent updates on recent legislative developments as well as
information on interesting cases on relevant and significant topics Cybersecurity Law is appropriate as a
textbook for undergraduate and graduate-level courses in cybersecurity, cybersecurity law, cyber
operations, management-oriented information technology (IT), and computer science. This book is also an
ideal reference for lawyers, IT professionals, government personnel, business managers, IT management
personnel, auditors, and cybersecurity insurance providers. JEFF KOSSEFF is Assistant Professor of
Cybersecurity Law at the United States Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland. He frequently speaks and
writes about cybersecurity and was a journalist covering technology and politics at The Oregonian, a
finalist for the Pulitzer Prize, and a recipient of the George Polk Award for national reporting.
International Conflict and Security Law Oct 26 2019 This incisive book provides an extensive analysis of the
robust array of international law applicable across the spectrum of international conflict and security. With
a particular focus on new and emerging technologies and domains such as cyber and outer space, Laurie
Blank illustrates how international conflict and security law applies to 21st century challenges
A Commercial Law of Privacy and Security for the Internet of Things May 02 2020 Elvy explores the
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consumer ramifications of the Internet of Things through the lens of the commercial law of privacy and
security.
Proskauer on Privacy Jun 02 2020 This comprehensive reference covers the laws governing every area
where data privacy and security is potentially at risk -- including government records, electronic
surveillance, the workplace, medical data, financial information, commercial transactions, and online
activity, including communications involving children.
Security Law and Methods Sep 29 2022 Security Law and Methods examines suggested security methods
designed to diminish or negate the consequence of crime and misconduct, and is an attempt to understand
both the legal exposures related to crime and the security methods designed to prevent crime. The clear
and concise writing of this groundbreaking work, as well as its insightful analysis of specific cases, explains
crime prevention methods in light of legal and security principles. Divided into five parts, Security Law and
Methods discusses the topics of premises liability and negligence, intentional torts and claims, agency and
contract based claims, legal authority and liability, and the subject of terrorism. It also offers an evocative
look at security issues that may arise in the future. The book serves as a comprehensive and insightful
treatment of security, and is an invaluable addition to the current literature on security and the law.
Contains clear explanations of complicated legal concepts Includes case excerpts, summaries, and
discussion questions Suggests additional research and relevant cases for further study
China's National Security Oct 19 2021 All states are challenged by the need to protect national security
while maintaining the rule of law, but the issue is particularly complex in the China–Hong Kong context.
This timely and important book explores how China conceives of its national security and the position of
Hong Kong. It considers the risks of introducing national security legislation in Hong Kong, and Hong
Kong's sources of resilience against encroachments on its rule of law that may come under the guise of
national security. It points to what may be needed to maintain Hong Kong's rule of law once China's 50-year
commitment to its autonomy ends in 2047. The contributors to this book include world-renowned scholars
in comparative public law and national security law. The collection covers a variety of disciplines and
jurisdictions, and both scholarly and practical perspectives to present a forward-looking analysis on the rule
of law in Hong Kong. It illustrates how Hong Kong may succeed in resisting pressure to advance China's
security interests through repressive law. Given China's growing international stature, the book's
reflections on China's approach to security have much to tell us about its potential impact on the global
political, security, and economic order.
U.S. National Security Law Jan 10 2021 This text examines U.S. national security policy making through
the lens of international law. The chapters consist of selected excerpts of primary readings to address the
question of whether Congress and the President should conform their laws, policies, and actions to the
dictates of international law regardless of the nature of the threat.
Secured Credit Under English and American Law Aug 24 2019 Secured Credit drives economic
activity. Under English Law it is possible to create security over almost any asset, but the law is widely
considered to be unsatisfactory for several reasons, including a cumbersome registration system, a
preoccupation with formalistic distinctions and the lack of clear and rationally-determined priority rules.
Gerard McCormack examines the current state of English law highlighting its weaknesses. He uses Article
9 of the American Uniform Commercial Code as a reference point: this Article has successfully serviced the
world's largest economy for over 40 years and is increasingly used as the basis for legislation by
Commonwealth jurisdictions including Canada and New Zealand. The Law Commission has suggested the
enactment of similar legislation in England. In addition, McCormack considers if there really is a case for
the priority of secured credit, as well as if there are other international models to draw upon. Contains the
text of Article 9.
Private Security and the Law Aug 29 2022 Private Security and the Law, Fourth Edition, is a unique
resource that provides a comprehensive analysis of practices in the security industry as they relate to law,
regulation, licensure, and constitutional questions of case and statutory authority. It is an authoritative,
scholarly treatise that serves as a solid introduction for students regarding the legal and ethical standards
that shape the industry. The book takes you step-by-step through the analysis of case law as it applies to
situations commonly faced by security practitioners. It describes the legal requirements faced by security
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firms and emphasizes the liability problems common to security operations, including negligence and
tortious liability, civil actions frequently litigated, and strategies to avoid legal actions that affect business
efficiency. It also examines the constitutional and due-process dimensions of private security both
domestically and internationally, including recent cases and trends that are likely to intensify in the future.
New features of this edition include: a chapter on the legal implications of private contractors operating in
war zones like Afghanistan; updated coverage of statutory authority, as well as state and federal processes
of oversight and licensure; and special analysis of public-private cooperative relationships in law
enforcement. A historical background helps readers understand the present by seeing the full context of
recent developments. This book will appeal to: students in physical security, security management, and
criminal justice programs in traditional and for-profit schools; security professionals; and those working in
law enforcement. Authoritative, scholarly treatise sheds light on this increasingly important area of the law
Historical background helps readers understand the present by seeing the full context of recent
developments National scope provides crucial parameters to security practitioners throughout the US NEW
TO THIS EDITION! A chapter on the legal implications of private contractors operating in war zones like
Afghanistan, updated coverage of statutory authority, updated coverage of state and federal processes of
oversight and licensure, special analysis of public-private cooperative relationships in law enforcement
The Centaur's Dilemma Dec 09 2020 Assessing the legal and practical questions posed by the use of
artificial intelligence in national security matters The increasing use of artificial intelligence poses
challenges and opportunities for nearly all aspects of society, including the military and other elements of
the national security establishment. This book addresses how national security law can and should be
applied to artificial intelligence, which enables a wide range of decisions and actions not contemplated by
current law. James Baker, an expert in national security law and process, adopts a realistic approach in
assessing how the law—even when not directly addressing artificial intelligence—can be used, or even
misused, to regulate this new technology. His new book covers, among other topics, national security
process, constitutional law, the law of armed conflict, arms control, and academic and corporate ethics.
With his own background as a judge, he examines potential points of contention and litigation in an area
where the law is still evolving and might not yet provide clear and certain answers. The Centaur’s Dilemma
also analyzes potential risks associated with the use of artificial intelligence in the realm of national
security—including the challenges of machine-human interface, operating (or not operating) the nationalsecurity decision-making process at machine speed, and the perils of a technology arms race. Written in
plain English, The Centaur’s Dilemma will help guide policymakers, lawyers, and technology experts as
they deal with the many legal questions that will arise when using artificial intelligence to plan and carry
out the actions required for the nation’s defense.
Privacy, Law Enforcement, and National Security Mar 12 2021 Developed from the casebook
Information Privacy Law, this short paperback contains key cases and materials focusing on privacy issues
related to government surveillance and national security. It can be used as a supplement to general
criminal procedure courses, as it covers electronic surveillance law and national security surveillance
extensively, topics that many criminal procedure casebooks¿don’t cover in depth. New to the Third Edition:
Carpenter v. United States United States v. Basaaly Saeed Moalin Other topics covered include: Fourth
Amendment Third Party Doctrine Metadata, sensory enhancement technology Video surveillance, audio
surveillance, location tracking, and GPS Electronic surveillance law and computer searches ECPA, CALEA,
USA-PATRIOT Act, FISA Foreign intelligence and NSA surveillance
Diversity of Law in the United Arab Emirates Sep 25 2019 This book examines the law and its practice
in the United Arab Emirates (UAE). The objective is to understand the logic of the legal system in the UAE
through a rounded analysis of its laws in context. It thus presents an understanding of the system on its
own terms beyond the accepted Western model. The book shows how the Emirati law differs from the
conventional rule of law. The first section of the book deals with the imperial, international, and cultural
background of the Emirati legal system and its influences on some of the elements of the legal system
today. It maps the state’s international legal obligations according to core human rights treaties showing
how universal interpretations of rights may differ from Emirati interpretations of rights. This logic is
further illustrated through an overview of the legal system, in federal, local, and free zones and how the
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UAE’s diversity of legal sources from Islamic and colonial law provides legal adaptability. The second
section of the book deals mainly with the contemporary system of the rule of law in the UAE but at times
makes a detour to the British administration to show how imperial execution of power during the British
administration created forerunners visible today. Finally, the debut of the UAE on the international scene
contributed to an interest in human rights investigations, having manifestations in UAE law. The work will
be a valuable resource for researchers and academics working in the areas of Comparative Constitutional
Law, Legal Anthropology, Legal Pluralism, and Middle Eastern Studies.
Strengthening the Rule of Law through the UN Security Council Nov 07 2020 The UN Security Council
formally acknowledged an obligation to promote justice and the rule of law in 2003. This volume examines
the extent to which the Council has honoured this commitment when exercising its powers under the UN
Charter to maintain international peace and security. It discusses both how the concept of the rule of law
regulates, or influences, Security Council activity and how the Council has in turn shaped the notion of the
rule of law. It explores in particular how this relationship has affected the Security Council’s three most
prominent tools for the maintenance of international peace and security: peacekeeping, sanctions and
force. In doing so, this volume identifies strategies for better promotion of the rule of law by the Security
Council. This book will be of interest to scholars and students of international law, international relations,
international development and peacekeeping.
Security and Law Oct 31 2022 Security and law against the backdrop of technological development.00Few
people doubt the importance of the security of a state, its society and its organizations, institutions and
individuals, as an unconditional basis for personal and societal flourishing. Equally, few people would deny
being concerned by the often occurring conflicts between security and other values and fundamental
freedoms and rights, such as individual autonomy or privacy for example. While the search for a balance
between these public values is far from new, ICT and data-driven technologies have undoubtedly given it a
new impulse. These technologies have a complicated and multifarious relationship with security.00This
book combines theoretical discussions of the concepts at stake and case studies following the relevant
developments of ICT and data-driven technologies.
Global Pandemic, Security and Human Rights Oct 07 2020 This book presents an international and
comparative exploration of how the COVID-19 global pandemic has affected and impacted on issues of
human rights, security and law. Throughout the world the COVID-19 global pandemic has fundamentally
impacted and altered our way of life. As this book sets out, all states have had to contend with similar
challenges as well as competing interests and obligations affecting human rights and security. These
challenges present very few simple choices but nonetheless carry enormous consequences. Organised into
two thematic and distinct, yet interrelated parts, first on theoretical and practical challenges for human
rights and second on threats to personal, collective and global security, the book examines how the ability
of states to safeguard our fundamental rights and security, broadly defined, has been challenged and that
questions about the legality and legal impact of recent responses to COVID-19 will persist for some time. It
is often said that global problems require coordinated global solutions, but the various responses to the
pandemic by states suggest a notable lack of a consensus amongst the international community. The book
will be of interest to academics and researchers working in the areas of human rights law and security law.
It will also appeal to constitutional lawyers, given the nature of law-making and the challenge of ensuring
adequate scrutiny in emergency situations as well as the impact of COVID-19 upon the legal framework
more generally. It will provide a valuable resource for policymakers, practitioners, and public servants.
Homeland and National Security Law and Policy Feb 29 2020
Lawfare Aug 17 2021 In Lawfare, author Orde Kittrie's draws on his experiences as a lawfare practitioner,
US State Department attorney, and international law scholar in analyzing the theory and practice of the
strategic leveraging of law as an increasingly powerful and effective weapon in the current global security
landscape. Lawfare incorporates case studies of recent offensive and defensive lawfare by the United
States, Iran, China, and by both sides of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and includes dozens of examples of
how lawfare has thus been waged and defended against. Kittrie notes that since private attorneys can play
important and decisive roles in their nations' national security plans through their expertise in areas like
financial law, maritime insurance law, cyber law, and telecommunications law, the full scope of lawfare's
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impact and possibilities are just starting to be understood.
National Security Issues in Science, Law, and Technology Apr 24 2022 The tragedy of 9/11 placed
homeland security and the prevention of further attacks into the central focus of our national
consciousness. With so many avenues of terror open to our enemies in terms of mode, medium, and
location, effective management and mitigation of threat must be grounded in objective risk assessment. The
structure of national security decisions should be premised on decision theory and science with minimal
political posturing or emotional reactivisim. National Security Issues in Science, Law, and Technology
demonstrates a mature look at a frightening subject and presents sound, unbiased tools with which to
approach any situation that may threaten human lives. By applying the best of scientific decision-making
practices this book introduces the concept of risk management and its application in the structure of
national security decisions. It examines the acquisition and utilization of all-source intelligence, including
the ability to analyze data and forecast patterns, to enable policymakers to make better informed decisions.
The text addresses reaction and prevention strategies applicable to chemical, biological, and nuclear
weapons; agricultural terrorism; cyberterrorism; and other potential threats to our critical infrastructure. It
discusses legal issues that inevitably arise when integrating new legislation with the threads of our
Constitution and illustrates the dispassionate analysis of our intelligence, law enforcement, and military
operations and actions. Finally, the book considers the redirection of our national research and laboratory
system to investigate the very problems terrorists can induce through the use of weapons we have as yet to
confront. Taking the guesswork out of hard choices, National Security Issues in Science, Law, and
Technology provides anyone burdened with the mantle of responsibility for the protection of the American
people with the tools to make sound, well-informed decisions.
National Security Law Jul 24 2019 The academic field of national security law began more than three
decades ago at the University of Virginia School of Law when Professor John Norton Moore recognized a
need to prepare law students to deal with legal problems involving the national security of the United
States and began offering a course entitled "law and national security." In 1981, the editors co-founded the
Center for National Security Law (CNSL) at Virginia, and in 1990 the first edition of this landmark text was
published. Since then, CNSL has run more than a dozen summer National Security Law Institutes to help
prepare professors and government practitioners to teach or work in this growing new field, and courses
dealing with national security law are being taught at most American law schools.This remarkable new
edition includes contributions by more than two dozen scholars and practitioners from the United States
and abroad, including a judge on the International Court of Justice, a former Director of the Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency, the senior national security lawyer at the FBI, a former Legal Adviser to the
National Security Council, and distinguished professors from major universities. In addition to updated
revisions of more traditional topics like war powers, terrorism, intelligence, arms control, treaties, human
rights, immigration, trade, environmental law, and freedom of expression, the new edition includes
chapters on space law, homeland defense, information warfare, and a revolutionary new theoretical
approach to the origins of war — making National Security Law the most comprehensive and up-to-date
text in the field.
Security, Law and Borders Nov 19 2021 This book focuses on security practices, civil liberties and the
politics of borders in liberal democracies. In the aftermath of 9/11, security practices and the denial of
human rights and civil liberties are often portrayed as an exception to liberal rule, and seen as
institutionally, legally and spatially distinct from the liberal state. Drawing upon detailed empirical studies
from migration controls, such as the French waiting zone, Australian off-shore processing and US maritime
interceptions, this study demonstrates that the limitation of liberties is not an anomaly of liberal rule, but
embedded within the legal order of liberal democracies. The most ordinary, yet powerful way, of limiting
liberties is the creation of legal identities, legal borders and legal spaces. It is the possibility of limiting
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liberties through liberal and democratic procedures that poses the key challenge to the protection of
liberties. The book develops three inter-related arguments. First, it questions the discourse of exception
that portrays liberal and illiberal rule as distinct ways of governing and scrutinizes liberal techniques for
limiting liberties. Second, it highlights the space of government and argues for a change in perspective
from territorial to legal borders, especially legal borders of policing and legal borders of rights. Third, it
emphasizes the role of ordinary law for illiberal practices and argues that the legal order itself privileges
policing powers and prevents access to liberties. This book will be of interest to students of critical security
studies, social and political theory, political geography and legal studies, and IR in general.
Maritime Security and the Law of the Sea Dec 21 2021 Exploring everything from contemporary challenges
to ocean security this book offers detailed insights into the increasing activities of state and non-state
actors at sea. Chapters revisit the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (LOSC), highlighting
how not all maritime security threats can be addressed by this, and further looking at the ways in which the
LOSC may even hinder maritime security. Featuring contributions from both expert academics and
practitioners in the field, the book explores new maritime security threats posed by non-state actors, such
as piracy and illegal fishing. It analyses how states have had to reconsider their understanding of maritime
security and rethink the use and protection of their maritime domain in the face of modern challenges,
including the robotics revolution, the rise of unmanned systems and the blue economy agenda. Providing a
comprehensive analysis of the interplay between LOSC and maritime security, this is key reading for
scholars of maritime law, international relations and security studies. Practitioners working in the shipping
industry or fishing sector, as well as maritime law enforcement officials will benefit from the practical
advice offered.
National Security Law and the Constitution Apr 12 2021 The purchase of this ebook edition does not entitle
you to receive access to the Connected eBook on CasebookConnect. You will need to purchase a new print
book to get access to the full experience including: lifetime access to the online ebook with highlight,
annotation, and search capabilities, plus an outline tool and other helpful resources. National Security Law
and the Constitution provides a comprehensive examination and analysis of the inherent tension between
the Constitution and select national security policies, and it explores the multiple dimensions of that
conflict. Specifically, the Second Edition comprehensively explores the constitutional foundation for the
development of national security policy and the exercise of a wide array of national security powers. Each
chapter focuses on critically important precedents, offering targeted questions following each case to assist
students in identifying key concepts to draw from the primary sources. Offering students a comprehensive
yet focused treatment of key national security law concepts, National Security Law and the Constitution is
well suited for a course that is as much an advanced “as applied” constitutional law course as it is a
national security law or international relations course. New to the Second Edition: New author Gary Corn is
the program director for the Tech, Law and Security Program at American University Washington College
of Law, and most recently served as the Staff Judge Advocate to U.S. Cyber Command, the capstone to a
distinguished career spanning over twenty-seven years as a military lawyer Two new chapters: Chapter 1
(An Introduction to the “National Security” Constitution), and Chapter 17 (National Security in the Digital
Age) Professors and students will benefit from: An organizational structure tailored to present these
national powers as a coherent “big picture,” with the aim of understanding their interrelationship with each
other, and the legal principles they share A comprehensive treatment of the relationship between
constitutional, statutory, and international law, and the creation and implementation of policies to regulate
the primary tools in the government’s national security arsenal Targeted case introductions and follow-on
questions, enabling students to maximize understanding of the text Text boxes illustrating key principles
with historical events, and highlight important issues, rules, and principles closely related to the primary
sources Chapters that focus on primary or key authorities with limited diversion into secondary sources A
text structure generally aligned to fit a three-hour, one-semester course offering
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